This month’s Donor Brief features an impact story from Uganda, provides updates and updates on various initiatives. The story highlights an individual named Marietta, a beneficiary from Adjumani, Uganda, who narrates her experience. Marietta states, “My grandchildren are protected, and they will gain land tenure. As a result, in July 2019, over 1300 certificates of customary ownership were issued in Butareja and surveying while the digitized certification process helped speed up applications and facilitate archiving of applications.”

Non-earmarked core contributions top donors in 2019

The European Commission for strengthening urban-rural linkages in Africa and for urban and territorial integrated development strategy for the support implementation of the urban dimensions of the Sustainable Development Goals. The funds came from 38 countries and regions, with contributions and commitments announced to finance the UN-Habitat’s work to the UN-Habitat Assembly in May this year. Over 150 people attended the very first UN-Habitat Partnership and Pledging Conference during the UN-Habitat Assembly.

FROM OUR BENEFICIARIES

The organization is grateful for voluntary non-earmarked contributions received in 2019 for its core normative work from the United States of America, and the United Kingdom for supporting the UN-Habitat Assembly in May, for improvement of solid waste management in Myanmar, for programming in Egypt, for vulnerable urban dwellers in Rio de Janeiro, for observation of World Cities Day 2019, for innovation in water and sanitation in the City of Yekaterinburg in Russia for Global Future Cities Programme. We also acknowledge with thanks the support of the European Commission for strengthening urban-rural linkages in Africa and for Urban and Territorial Integrated Development Strategy for the support implementation of the Urban Dimensions of the Sustainable Development Goals. The funds came from 38 countries and regions, with contributions and commitments announced to finance the UN-Habitat’s work to the UN-Habitat Assembly in May this year. Over 150 people attended the very first UN-Habitat Partnership and Pledging Conference during the UN-Habitat Assembly.

FINANCIAL UPDATE

Habitat’s work is partly funded by donors. The organization is grateful for voluntary non-earmarked contributions received in 2019 for its core normative work from the United States of America, and the United Kingdom for supporting the UN-Habitat Assembly in May, for improvement of solid waste management in Myanmar, for programming in Egypt, for vulnerable urban dwellers in Rio de Janeiro, for observation of World Cities Day 2019, for innovation in water and sanitation in the City of Yekaterinburg in Russia for Global Future Cities Programme. We also acknowledge with thanks the support of the European Commission for strengthening urban-rural linkages in Africa and for Urban and Territorial Integrated Development Strategy for the support implementation of the Urban Dimensions of the Sustainable Development Goals. The funds came from 38 countries and regions, with contributions and commitments announced to finance the UN-Habitat’s work to the UN-Habitat Assembly in May this year. Over 150 people attended the very first UN-Habitat Partnership and Pledging Conference during the UN-Habitat Assembly.